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1.  Generai fr~niework  of  the Injurious Pricing Instrument , 
.  I  .  .  ·:  ."  .  . 
. '·_Negotiations 'conducted . under  the  auspices  of  th~---- Organization .-·for  Economic 
:coop~ra~ion and  De~elopni~nt have  l~d to the· conclusion on 2l -Decemb~r 1994 of: an-
.,  '  .  .  .  .  . .  .  . 
Agreement- "respecting  normal  competitive· conditionS  in the  shipbqilding  an~_ repair -_ 
industry"  (hereinafter referred to: a~ ·"the Shipbuilding Agreement").  Cuqent parties to 
this _Agreement  are,  ~eside -the  ~E~ropean Community,  Noriv~y. the  Ulrlted_ States of 
Ameri~a. Japan_ a_q4  South Korea. The Shipbuildui:g· Agre~ment will enter into force on -. 
1 january-f996.  ,  . _ 
'  .  . . 
-. One of the major ai.J?:ts  of the  ~oriunu~ty during. the negotiations was tO include in this  -
'  .  -.  . 
Shipbuilding-Agreement. a-specific  trade, policy  instrum~nt against  injuriously  priced  .  - -
sales of vessels.  This has· led to the  new _Shipbuilding  Injurious PriCing  Code ,which, 
.  "  .  .  .  .  ' 
to'gether with its Basic Principles,  ·coh~titiltes Annex III of  -the  Shipbuilding Ag~e.ement 
::  (l_lereinafter referted-to as  "the~IPI Code").  -· 
· A specific instrument to provide: an  effective means of-protection against  injuriolls sales  -·  ·-
- _  of ships below_ their normal_ value was- mdeect  ne_ectect- because the. spechil characteristics- --
oL-ship · purchase: trartsactiollS  (sfngle- operation,-· inapplicability  of  tlle_: ~oncept  of· · 
-"import" to ships) have made it :unfeasiQle, in practice, to apply_ IlOrn:lal.countervailing 
or· ~nti-dumplng duties. It is  d~ar that 'this  .inst~entfs ~ fundamental p~rt_-of the 
g\obal  b~lance  of- ri~hts ' and' obligations  under  the  Shipbuilding. ~Agree~ent;_ -~nd:  --. 
'  '  •  '  ~  • •  >  •  • 
- constitutes the counterpart for th~ strict disciplines,  in pamcul~r on subsidies,_ imposed,_ 
.  .  .  '  .  -. 
on the- EU shipbuilding industry. -
:  . . 
The-. enclOsed.-proposed- R~gillatioh submitted for_ approval  implements  fu  Community_-
law  the •  re~evant ·provisions 'oLthe· Shipbuilding  Agreement _relating  to· the  ilijm:ious 
pdeing of yessels. 





Its text follo~s as closely as possible the text of the·anti-dumping Regulationt, which. is 
t;he  embodiment in  Corniriu~ity !aw of the  co,ncepts  and provisions 'of the. WTO Anti-
Dumping  Agreement,  on  which· the  'Shipbuilding  Agreement  itself  is  based.  The 
deviations from the  anti-du~ping  .Regulation are justified by either a specifiC provision 
of the  Shipbuilding Agre.emen! (which· itself deviates on a number of points from·the 
WTO Anti-Dumping Agreement) or the specific  na~re of the instruinent.(e.g., the fact· 
that the  measure_ applies  to  a completed  sale  and  not  to  future transactions  within  a 
certain period of  time and the irrelevance of the concept of import fo_r a vessel). 
2. Geographical scope of application 
Given the truly worldwide nature of the. shipbuilding market, it is intended to apply the  · 
IPI to  shipbuilders  established  in  .all  third  countries,  including  those  which ·are  not 
Contracting  Parties  ·to  the  Shipbuilding  Agreement,  with  due  resp~ct  for  the 
.  Community's international obligations (in particular,. those under the WTO).  Whether 
or  not  a  country  is  a  party  to  the  Shipbuilding  Agreement,  however,  justifies a  . 
somewhat different treatment, depending on the location of the buyer of the vess_ei._  . 
Vis-a-vis Parties t<;>  the  ~hipbuilding Ag·reement,  the IPI may indeed be applied only if 
the  ship  cart  be· considered  to  have  been  purchased  by  a  Community  "buyer"  (a  · 
:  '  . 
definition of this notion figures. in the proposed Regulation). This principle is expressed 
_ m a recital in the preamble to the Regulation. 
·Vis-a-vis other countries not parties to  the  Shipbuilding Agreement (ancl  not members 
of  th~  WTO),  the  IPI  can  instead  be· applied  regardless  of  where  the  buyer  is 
-established (i.e., whether established in the  Community or ii1  another country) and it 
appears appropriate to  do  so  in order to  reflect,  as· much as  possible,  t!_le·  worldwide 
nature Of the ship market (for instance:· the injuriously priced sale· of a Chinese vessel to 
a Liber~ano-buyer may i:::ause injury to the EU shipbuilding inciustry): 
1  Council  Regulat~on (EC) No  ....  195 of ....... i995, O.J. No-L ... of ........  1995. 
.•  . .. 
· Furtherinore,  th~ applicability of the  n?{is also  conditioned (as mentioned above)  by 
whether ilie country of the foreign shipbuilder is a WTO member.. or not, when it 'is not  -· · 
a. pa~y  to the  Shipbuildin~  _Agreement. - .  ..  .  .  . 
..  The coverage of.the ~PI Regulation may be; ~ummarized  as follows._ 
... 
-
.  Shipbuilder of the vessel  Buyer of.the vessel  IPI applicable  -
,_  --
' 
Parties  to  the  Shipbuildhig  .. 
-
Agreement 
,·',  ,.  . .  ., . 
. '  ., 
--
-USA, Korea, Japan  Comrru,mity buyer 
\  yes-.  :.;"' 




- Community buyer 
, .  Ct?.ecause · of the  .EEA  -·  ·no 
Agreement) 
·-
-USA; Korea, Japan, Norway  buyer·. · located  in  another  yes,  ·but  only  'through_ 
Contracting Party 
.. 
inve~'tigation  by  the·  .. 
,  .  ..  - country: of the buyer 
- USA, Korea, Japan, Norway- othe~ non-:-Community  buye~  no  ' 
., 
-- ·- -
·Other  WTO  Members  (not  Coiruminity buyer ·  no  (because of  Article VI 
_parties - the  Sllipbuilding 
\  .  G~tt·1994)  to  -- . - .. 
Agreeme-nt)~ . 
-.  --- ·- - _  ..  -
-
"  non~Community  b~yer  no  (b_ecause of Article.  VI 
'  Gatt 1994) 
·-
·- -
·  ~on-WTO  members  Cominunity buyer-·  - yes  '  - ·.  . -
"  - ._non:community bilyer  yes  ' 
I•  ,. 
-·  --
·--: .. '· 
B. Main features of the proposed Regulation 
Definitions (Article 1) 
The first paragraphs simply mirror :similar provisions in the AD  Regulation,  the term .  · 
"dumping". being  replaced  by  "injurious pricing"  (but  with the  same  basic  meaning, 
tliat is, of a price differential) and the concept of ".import" by_ "the sale of the.  vess~l", 
In addition ..  a specific  provision regro·ul>s  the  various  definitions  used  in  the  OECD. · 
·  lnjurio~s Pricmg Code.  Of particular importance  is the definition of  the -"buyer"  and 
the related notion of "ownership interest", as a com'plitinant has to identify the buyer(s) . 
·of the injuriously priced vessel. 
Determination of normal value (Article 2) 
. A. Normal value  . ' 
The .provisions on the determination of the normal value are,, mutatis mutandis, those of 
. the  AD  Regulation.- However,  in  line  with  the  IPl Code,  the  time  pedod. for.  the 
.  .  . 
. recovery of costs (in case of below-costs sales)  is normally 5 years.  Furthermore,. two  .  . 
specific provisions of the IPI Code l,lave bee!l integrated, one on the .computation of  the 
shipbuilder/exporteri s ·profit when  the  normal  value· is .  constructed,  the  ~ther on the 
.  ,•. 
possible impact fo1the normal value of the long lead time between the contract and the 
delivery of the  ves~el. · 
· B.  Export price 
The provisions on the determination of the export- price are, mutatis mutandis, those of . 
the AD  "'Regulation 
.. 
·, _I  •• 
,. 
C.  Comparison 
'/ 
•.  ,· 
.  ' 
· 'The p·aragraphs -~:m comparison correspond to  the relevant provisiohs.of the IPl Code, . 
· which  are  much  simpU~r- thanthosec of tile  AD  Regulation;  this. is  justifi~d by  the 
•  '  •  •  •  •  - •  ~  •  c  .  • 
specific nature· of the  i~trument covering, in almost all cases, 'ihe investigation ei. post 
of a .single  ship  iransactiQn.  A reference  t~ the  use  of .co.ntractuarpenalties  ha~ been . 
added,· sin~e they. represent an  import~ilt eiement, o(the considera-tion-in ship  sales. 
Finally, a  specific.,~PI  Cod~  provision on currenc_y conversioJ! has-been integrated in the 
'Regulation.  "·  · 
·,. 
D.  lnjurioiJspricing margin  · 
....  . . ~ 
.  . . . 
·.Although  most 9f the  IPI  caseS..are  li}(ely  to  involve  a  single  ship· transaction, .the .. 
.  •'  . 
Regulation .  contains·  ~c  re~erence· to- _weighted  averages, . ini~cas~ _of  multiple  -ship  __ 
investigations (aJess likely but fa·r  from  impo~sible_case). Given the specific nature or" ..  · 
the instrument, the injurious pricing tiJ.argin will always  form,th~ basisofthe charge;  .  .  .  .  ' 
. Determination of in)ury· (Article 3) 
'<'  . 
. . The  pr~visions .on the deterniination of the injury are,:  niutati~ mutandis,  those of the-
.AD Regulation"· · 
Definition of Community industry (Article 4). 
.  .  .  .  ,• .  ~  ' 
.. In accordance with. the. specific provisions  o(th~ IPI Code,  the  industry is  defined in··. 
tepns -of  c~pabiiity to ·build  ("the .  Community· prodllcers  capable ·of-prod~cing i like 
vessel  with their  pre~ent facilities  or which  ca~ be~ adapted  in_  a  t~ely manner  to ' 
-produce the  like-vessel")~ :This  ~arrows .the  ~cope.of t;he  -injil~ed sh.ipyard(s}  for the  . 
.. purpose.of a~ injucy fihding.andofthose.·\Vho·can iodgea complaint to the  Comrn~nity·· · · 
· ·  yards ~lio.have a genuine interest-.in thetransactionbeing.investigated; 
:  \  . 
.  ·,  ,._ 
,7• 
.·, 
. /'  ... 
.  ..  '· 
·.·) A-6 
Initiation of pr?ceedings (Article 5) 
The provisions _on the initiation of proceeding~ are, mutatis mutandis, _those  of the AD 
Regulation, with some important differences due to the IPI Code . There are additional 
requirements on the admissibility of a complaint·: the complaint must be lodged withi.n 
' 
certain time limits, and the  complaina~t must have made efforts to conclude the sale if 
he knew of the proposed transactio~.1. lt should be noted that third country investigations 
are. possible. 
Investigation {ArtiCle 6) · 
The provisions on the  inv~stigation are, mutatis mutandis, those of the AD Regulation. 
In accordance with the IPI Code, the time limit for the· conclusion of the investigation 
is one year, from the date of delivery of the  vessel (in most of the cases) or from  th~ 
date of initiation. 
.  .  .  .  .  ~  . 
Termination  .. imposition arid collection of the injurious pricing charge (Article 7) 
This  Article  defines  the  applicable  decision-making ·mechanism  and  implements  the 
"shipbuilder-pays" principle of the· Shipbuilding Agreement. 
The  unposition  of the  InJUrious  .pncmg  charge  on  the  foreign  shipbuilder,  which 
bro~dly speaking. corresponds to  the imposition_ of definitive AD  duties2,  is  a decision 
taken by the Council,  acting  by  a simple majority as  in AD  matters. In line  with the 
.  . 
· Trade Barriers Regulation3, the Council has to take a decision within 30 working days. 
,.  .  . 
Once the Couricil has taken a decision, .  the Commission is responsible for the_ collection 
of the  charge,  including,  if necessary,  the  imposition of countermeasures  (denial  of 
loading and unloading in Community harbours) designed to  enforce payment-from the 
reluctant  foreign  shipbuilder.  The  conditions  utJ.der  which· the  countermeasures  are 
imposed are precisely defined in the  relevan~ provision of the  Regulat~on <A.rticie  9). 
The collection of  ·the charge. is the implementation of the decision on its imposition. 
2  there are no provisional charge in the IPI .  . 
3  Council Regulation (EC) No 3286/94 of22 December1994, Q;J. No L 349 of31.12.1994, p. 71, 
last amended by Regulation (EC) No 356/95 of20 February 1995, O.J. No L4l of23.2.19~5, p. 3 .. A· -7 
Alternative remedies (Article 8(  .  .  ~ 
•  .-1- .  .  '  .  -.  .  .  .  .  •  '..  -
As  provided for jn the  IPI Code, an irtvestigation·may ·be  ~er.minated if the  ·injuriou~ly 
-priced s.~le is  annulled  O_r" if  an.  equivalent alternative rei1J.edyis  ac~epted.  H()_wever~ t? . 
,avoid, a11y_risk of cirGumvention,  and iq .line· with the. treatment of undertakings. in AD~. 
•  .  . those alternative remedies. may not be  ()fft~red after the imposition of the. charge. 
,I. 
J  ·-. 
'  .  ·.-
·\. 
·  ~- Countermeasures (Article 9r 
.  .  . 
· The  countermeasures ·consist  in  the  deriial  of loading . and ·iniloadiQg  rights· in . the . · 
.  Comrnunity .harbours  to .  all  ships  buiit by the· foreign ·shipbuilder and  contracted  f!)r  .· 
.  - .  ' 
_after  the  imposition of  the  charge,  1n.  accordance -with  the ·relevant provisions of the 
Cbmmui)ity_  Custmn,s  Code.  .The  countermeasures , last 4- years, _i. ~.  :the. maximum 
allowed by  the.IPI Code: A revision de~~ce has_ been  add~d.-~ho~ever.  for.th.e-~ca:s~ in 
· wh-ich  a~·dECD  panel  ~auld recoirunend a  shorter period~ The courtteirnea:sures expire 
- -,  .  ~  . . .  - ~  .  . 
·as soon as the shipbuilder .pays the injurious pricing charge .. 
·.  .  .  .  '  .  '  "'  . 
.  -.... 
Administrative provisions (Articles 10 to 14). 
The  prQVISlons. on  COnSUltations.  v~rificatiofi. visits,  noh~co-operation;  confidentiality  •.. 
_and  disclos~re at~  •.  mutatis m~tandis, those ~f  the AD Regtil~tion. · · 
,  I  '  ~ 
Final provisio~s and entry into force (Articles·ts ancl16) · · 
•  .  .  --!  .  .  -
( 
'Inter alia prohibit the cumulation .ofiPI and AD investigations. 
•  .  ,'  - '  7'"- •  . 
Th6se  provisions simply integrate -the  relevant  provisi~ns of. the  IPlt:egul~tiort, which 
•  •  '  •  •  - •  •  -1  -
'• ..  -
') . ....  '
.· 
'  .. 
' 
.  I / 
Council Re~lation (EC) No •.• /95 
of ..•...•..•. 1995 
. ; on protection against injurious pricing ofvessels . 
THE COUNCll. OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
1 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European Community, and in particular Article 
113 thereof, . 
.  ... 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having regard t.o the opinion of  the European Parliament, 
Whereas multilateral negotiations conducted under the a'Uspices of  the Organization for · 
E~onomic  Cooperation and  Development have led to the conclusion on il  December 1994 
- . 
_of an Agreement respecting normal competitive conditions in the commercial shipbuilding · 
and  repair industry (hereinafter referred to ~s "the Shipbuilding Agreement''); 
Whereas it has been recognized in the framework of  this Agreement that the_. special 
(  . 
characteristics of  ship fUrchase transactions have made it impractical to apply 
counterVailing and  anti~umj;ing  duties, as provided under Article VI of  GATT  1994, the 
.  \  '  .  .  . .  .  .  .  ~ 
Agreement on Subsidies and-Countervailing Measures, and the Agreement on the 
Implementation of  Article VI of  GATT 1994 annexed.to the Agreement esta~lishing  the 
· World Trade Orgaiztzation; whereas the needto  provide for an effective means .of  protection 
.  -
against sales of  ships below their normal. value which cause injury has led to the conclusion 
of  a Shipbuild~ng  Injurious Prici~g  Code which, together with its Basic PrinCiples, 
constitutes Annex III to the Shipbuilding Agreement (hereinafter referred to as "the !PI 





Whereas·the text ofthis1Pl Code is mainly !;ased on the Agreement on1if!plementation of 
· · · ArtiCle VI oj  th_e Gene  nil  Agreement on  Tariffs and Trade 1994, but deviatesjrom this 
Agreement when warranted by the specific nature  of  ship  pur~has~  tri:msaction.~; whereas it  · 
is  therefo~e appropriate to trtmspose the langl{age of  the !PI Code into Commu~iiy .  . 
legislation, to the extent  p~~sib/e on ;he.basfs ojthe·t~~~  ~fCounctl  Regulation (EC)No 
.  .  ·'  ......  ·.  - ."  .  .  .  .,  . 
• '~r 
·-~;.  ...  .19~oj.: ......... 1995; • , 
. '' .  ~-~---~  - -- .  '  ...... ,._  . 
.  Whereas,  to matntain. the b~la~~~ ofrighis.cincrahfiga#ans lWtieh the Shtpbut/d[ng  - .  '  . - .  . 
- _Agreement establishes, aCtion should be tak~n by the  Com~unity  again~t  any.  injuriously~ 
-.  priced vessel  wh~~e sale at less than normal value causes  injury to the Commuf?ily industry; 
WJ:iereas,  vis-a~vis shipbuilders from Parties -to the ShipbuildingAireement;  'th~ saleof  a· 
vessel  may be subject to an investigation by the Community only wh~n  the buyer ojthe 
·.·  •'  .. ·  '·  .  .  .  .  .  . 
vessel is a Commun_if)' buyer, andprovided the ship is not a military vessel; · 
wh:er~as it-is desirable to lay down clear and detailed rules on the calculation of  norinal vahie~  )  . 
wher~as in partic~lar such  value sh~uld.  where possible be based ·on a representative sale oja  ·:  , 
like vessel  in the ordinary course-oftra~e in the exporting ~ountry;  whereas~ it is  e~pedient  t~ 
_define the circumstance~ inwhich a domestic sale may be considered,to be made at  ·a  loss and · 
·- may be disregarded and in whichrecourse may be made to the sale ojalike v~sse/ to a third 
· -countrY .or to copstruct~d riormal value~ whereas i-t i~ also desirable to provide for a· proper 
.  allocation or-costs, ~ve~  in:  start-~p  situations~ whereas it is  al~o 'necessary!. when  co~structing .  .  ~  .  .  .  . 
normal value, to indicate the methodology that is to be applied in .d~termining the amounts 
:(or selling; general and adrhlnistrative costs and the profit margin that should be inCluded in 
."  •  .  •  '  .·  ,  - I  '  '  . 
such value; . 
Whefeas, when .detefmining norrpal value for non-market economy countries;.it appears- . 
prudent to set out niles fo~  choos_ing_the~appropriate.marl(et eccmomy third-country that shall 
-be· ~sed  fo~ such purpose-and, ·where_ it is, not po~sible to find a s~itable thlrd coimtry, ·to · 
..  ~pro~  de that normal value may be established on any othe~ reasonable basis~ 
...  -~ 
2 ·'  Whereas it-.is  expedient to define the export pric'e  and  to enumerate the adjustments which 
\  ~  ~  .  - .  .  '  .  . 
· shall be made in those cases where a reconstruction of this price from the first open-~'arkei 
price is deemed necessary~ 
Whereas,  ·f~r  the purpo~e  ;~f  en~uri~g a fair compari;on· between export price and normal 
value, it is advisable to Jist the factors;_ inCluding contractual penalties, which may affect 
.  . 
pnces and price comparability; 
Whereas it is  d~sirable to lay down. clear and detailed guidance as to the factors which inay b'e 
. relevant 'for the determination· of whether the injuriously priced .sale  has  c~used material 
. ~~jury or is threatening to cause  injury~ whereas, _in  demonstrating that the price level of  the 
sale concerned is respOnsible for injury sustained by a Community industry, attention should 
be given to the effect of other factors  and, in  particular prevailing market conditions in  t~e 
Community; 
Whereas it is advisableto define the term "Community industry" by reference to the ·capability . 
to builda like vessel a_nd to provide that parti~s related to exporters rimy b'e excluded from 
· . su?h industry and to define the term "related"; 
Whereas it is necessary to lay down the procedural and substantive conditionsjor lodging a 
complaint against injurious pricing, inCluding the extent to whiCh it should be supported by· 
· . the Community industry, and the_ information on· the  buye~ of  the ~esse!,  injliri~s pricing,· 
'  . 
injury and  causation which such complaint should  contain~ whereas,  it is  also expedient to 
specify the procedu~es for the rejection of  complaints or- the initiation of  proceedings; 
.  I 
. ' Whereas,  when ihe  buyer of  the  injuriously priced v~ssel is established in the terriiory of. 
another ContractingParty to the Shipbuilding Agre(!ment,  a con.plaint may also contain a 
request· that an investigation· be initici!ed by the· authorities of  that country; whereas such· · 
· , request sffall be n:an:;mitted to the  a~thorities of  said third _couhhy, where _warranted;.  .  . 
. Whereas,  where  appropriate, . an . invesi/giztion  may  also  be . initiated  upon  a  'writtim 
complaint by -~he. ·authorities of  a ·  Contr~cting  .Party to  the  Shipbuilding  Agreemen~. in 
accordance with this Regulation and under the conditions of  the Shipbuilding Agreement;. 
3 
. ,:-.  ,:, 
. Whereas .it is necessary to lay,dow~ the manner in whichjnterested ·parties' s.hould be given 
notice _of the i~formation which the authoritie~ requiTe, and shotdd have 'ample' opport~nhy to  .. 
p~~sent all relevant evidence and to defend, their interests;. where~s, it is also desinible to_ set·· . 
. . out dearly the  rules and p;ocedures ~0 be followed during the investigation,· in  parti~ular the 
'  '  '  •  I  '  - '  ~  • 
..  rules whereby interested parties are to make themselves known,. present their 'views and.  . 
.submit informatio~ within specified' time limits; .if  such views: and  infon:hation.ar~ to  be taken' 
irit~ account; \vhere~s, it is also appropriate to set o~t the conditions under wliichan 
. il)terested party may have  ~acces~ to, and commerit on, iillormation pres~nted by other . 
· interested-parties; wherea~;  th,ere_should also/be ~~op.eration between the Me,~ber  States and 
'  .  .  '  .  ·...  .  .·:  ~  ..  '  -
· . .  the Commission in the collection of  information; 
- - -,  )  '  .  '. 
·Whereas it is neces,sary 'to provide that the,termiria:tion .of cases should,-,irrespective .of 
whether an fnjurious pricing  charg~ is tmposedor n.ot, take piace ~QJater than on~'year 
.  '-
. from the ,date of  initiation or the. date of  delivery of  the' vessel, as the. case ma;  be;·whereas,  ... 
investigations or pro~eedings should be terminat~d where the margin ofinju;i.ousphcing is.  · . 
'  .  .  - .  '  ·.·  .  ' 
de minimis~ . · 
Whereas  t~e  inv~siigr:ztio~ rm:tibe teri:Jinated }'Yithout the impositi(m 'of  a~  injurious priCing 
charge if  the_ sale. of  the injuriOusly priced vessel-is de.finitiv~ly  'and imconditionally voided 
or if  an  ·aliern~tive equivalent remedy is accepted; where  cis the need to avoid  jef?pardizing 
·achievement of  the aim pursuedunder'ihis Regulation should h(Jweverbe giyen S!Jecia1 
- d  - - .  •  -.  •  - .  ' 
consideration:. 
Whereas an injurif:?US pricing  charge equ_al to the. amount ~/the injuriouspricing maritn 
mus~  b¢  irrl[)~sed on  'the shipbuilder whoseinjuriously pricedsale of  a vessel has caused 
-.  injury to the. Com~1;mity  i~dustry,.  ~here all the conditiqns pr,avfded  for in ihis Re~lation. 
a;e ful.fi lied; whereaspreci~e'  and  detailed rules should  be provided  for the  lmplem~l}tation 
·.of  this dectsion, inCludi~g  al! measures  ~ecessaryfor  its actual ehforcement,.in particular 
·  .. the taking of  countermeasures if  .the shipbuilder do_es not pay tht: injurious pricing charge_· 
within the appli~a_bl~·  ttme limii;  .  ··- .  - ~  -
"  ..  .  . .  .  .  ' 
.  ·.  ~  ' 
.  •.; 
- ·._  -
..  · 
4 
.  '  ' 
.'  ~-Whereai it is necessary' to provide precise rules for the d~nial  of  loading cmd unloading 
rights inta the Community harbours to the  vesse~s built by the shipbuilder subject to 
countermeasures in ac~ordance with the relev~nt  provisions of  Council Regulation (EEC) 
·No 2913192 of  12 October 1992 ~stablishing  the Community Customs Code1  :. 
Whereas the obligation to pay the injurious pricing charge only expires when ~ch  charge. is  ?. 
'  - . 
fully paid or-at the end of  the period during which. the countermeasures are applicable; 
Where~s ili ~~ting  pursuant t~ this-Regulation the Community has to bear in mind the need 
· for rapid and effective action; 
Whereas it is  ne~essary to provide f?r consultation of  an .Advisory Co~ttee  at regular and 
specined stages ·of  the inves_tigation~ whereas, the committee shall consist of  representatives 
ofMember States with a representative of  the Commission as chairman~ 
'  Whereas it is exped;ent to prp~ide for verification visits to check information submitted on 
·injurious pricing and injury, such visits being, however, condi.tional on proper replies to 
'  - -
questionnaires being received; 
Whereas it is necessary to provide that where parties do not cooperate satisfactorily_other 
information niay be ~sed to establish fi~dings and that such information maybe less 
.  ( 
favourable to the parties than if  they had cooperated~ 
'  . 
Whereas provision ;hould be made for the treatment of  confidential information so that 
.  b~siness secrets are-not divulged; 
'  '  ' 
Whereas it is  ~ssential that provision be made for the proper disclosLire of  the essential facts 
and considerations to parties which qualify for such treatment and that such disclosure be 
made, withaue regard_ to the decision-making process in the Community, within a time 
·  · period which permits parties to· defend their interests, 
1 ;OJNoL302, 19.10.1992,p.l 
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.. 
·.HAS ADdPTEDT:i;IIS REGULATION: 
Article l 
Principles and definitio-ns 
.,  .. 1.  ' An i~jurious  pricing charge may be imposed on the  build~r of  any  injuri~usly  priced 
vessel  whose sale' to·a buyer other thana buyerpjthe country in whicl]  th~ vessel 
.  '  '  .. 
origiTJates causes injury  . 
i. . A vesselis to be cons~dered as being inJur~ousty  priced if the export price· of  the vessel 
.  sold is less than a coin  parable price for the like vessel, in. the ordinary course of  t~ade, 
. whtm sold to a .b~yer  of the exporting country..  .  >  /!-i'  )li'  . .  .  '  .  • 
.  '•  .'·  '  . 
·~  '  . 
3.  'For the purpose ofthis.Regulation, 
/  ·. 
(a)  the term "vessel" shall mean ·any self-propelled-seagoing vesseloflOO gross tons 
andabove used  for tra~sportation  ofgo~c!S or persons or for peiformance ofa  · · 
specialis)dservice (for example, ice  bre~kers.anddredger;J.and~ny tugoj365 kW 
(b)  the term "like vessel" shall mean ciny vessez'o]the same type, purpose and 
approximate  si~e as the vessel under co~s~deration  ·and possessing characteristics 
closely resembling those of  the vessel urid~r consideration; .. · 
(c)  .  the term "sa'!rie general cciegory ofvesse/" shall mean any vessel of  the same type.·' 
· and  purpose, but of  a significanttYdif!erent size;  .  ..  . .  . 
.  .  .  .  - '  .  . 
(d) . -the term "sale" covers  -th~ creation  or  transfer ofc:m ownership intetestin the v~ssei 
exeepiforan ownership interest createdofqcquiredsolely  for the purpose of 
..  providi~g  secti~ity  for~_nor;nal  colitmer~ialloan; . 
.  r: 
/  -
6  ... 
'!  .  -(e)  the. term "ow,;ership interest'; shall include pny contrac~ual or proprietary interest  . 
which allows the beneficiary or beneficiaries of  such interest to take advantage of 
the operation of  the vessel in a manner substantially comparable to the way in·· 
.  .  .  .  .  ~  . 
which an OWI1er may benefit  fr£?1!1  the operatiq_n of  the vesser In determining ' 
whether such substantial comparability exists, the  following}act~rs  shall be 
considered,· inter alia : 
.  . 
i)  the terms and circumstances of  the transaction · 
ii)  •  commerciaipractice within the industry  · 
iii)  ~whether  the vessel subject to the transaction is integrated into th~  operatio~s of 
· . the beneficiary or beneficiaries; and 
iv)  )'Yhether in practice·  th~re is a likelihood that the beneficiary or beneficiaries of 
·such interests  ~ill take advant'age of, and the risk  for, the operation of  the  . 
·vessel  for a_ signlfrcant part  ~fthe life-time of  the vessel;  .  .  .. 
.  I  . 
(f) ' the term "buyer" shall mean ariy pers~n or company who acquires an ownership 
interest, includhzg by way of/ease or long-term bareboat cfzarter, in conjunction 
with the original transfer from the shipbuilder, either direc#y or indirecily,  · · 
· including a person or company which owns or controls a buyer, or gives 
) 
·instructions to the buyer. A· person or company owns a buyer when it  has more than 
~50%  interes( in th~ buyer  .. A  person or company controls a buyer when_ the  form~r · 
i~ legally or operationally tn a position to  exercise restraint or direction ov_er the. 
latter, which is presumed at a25% interest. If  ownership of  a buyer is shown, a. 
;eparate control of  it is presumed not to exist unless established otherwise. there 
may be more than one buyer of  any one vessel;  " 
(g)  the term ;'company" shall mean any company or  firm' constituted under civilor 
com-mercial law,  including_ c~operative societies, and  oth~r legal persons governed 
bypublic orprivate law, including those which are non-profitmaking; 
·  (h)  the term "ContractingParty" shall mean any thlrd country Party to the 
Shipbuilding Agreement. _ 
.  ,o 
7 •. 
I/ 
'  . 
• 
·ArtiCle 2 
. .  .  ' 
Determination of injurious pricing 
A.  Normal value 
1. ·  The normal.value shall normally:be based or1 the price paid or payable, in the ordinary  . 
.  )  .  .  .  . 
course of  trade,for a like ves;el by an indepenaent buyer in the exporting country. 
2.  Prices'betwe~n parties which appear t-o be a~sociatedor to hav·e._a compensatory 
arrangement with each other may not be c~nsidered to be in the ordinary cour~e~oftrad~ 
. ·and -~a~ not be used to est~b,lish nmmal value ~nless it is.  deter~ried t.hat they  are  . 
unaffected by the relationship. · _ 
3.  When there are no srues oflike vessels in the ordinary course of  trade, or where because 
'  .  .  .  .  .  '  -·  . 
..  of  the particular market situation such sales 'do not permit a proper comparison, the . 
no~al  vatu~ of  the like ves$el shall  be  calCui~ted orf the basis of  the export price of  a. 
.  .  .  '  ~  - .  .  . 
..  like·vessel, in the ordinary course oftrade, to ~n  appropriate third country, prqvided .. 
that this  p~ice i;  repre~en;ative. If  S1JCh safes to cmy~propriate third COUntry do not 
I  '  •  '  •  '  •  •  •  '· 
.  exist or do not permit a proper corrlparison,  the no~ma?  value of  the /ike vessel shall be 
' . .  calculated onthe basis of the  ~ost ofproductionin the country of  origin/plus a  .... 
'  •  •  '•  ,  •  I 
reasonable amofintfor selling, genera/and administrative c.osts and  for profits  . . · 
·· 4 .. ·.Sales· oflike Jessels in  th~ domestic market of  the exporting country,·_ or exp~rt  s~les to a  . 
third country, at prices betow unit production costs (fixed and variable) plus s~lling, 
. general and administratjve ~osts m~y  be treated  ~s not .being in  the ordin~ry course. of 
. trade py 'reason of  price, and may be disregardeCl i·~ dete~ning  no~~~  value, .only ifit is 
determined that such saies are at prices which d~ not provide for the recovery ~f  ali costs' . 
. within a reasona~le period, which should  no~mally befive years  . . 
5.  Costs shall normally be calculated on ~he basis of  records kept by the shipbuflif,er under .  ·· 
investigation, provided tfiat such records are in a'ccordance ~ith the genemlly accepted . . 
accounting prinCiples of  th'e country concerned and that it i$. shown that the records  ' 
.. reasonably reflect the costs associated with the production and sale of  the vess~/ u_nder. 




\  . Consideration shall be given to evidence submitted on the proper allocation of  costs, 
provided ~hat it is shown that such allocations have been historically  utilised. In the 
absence of  a more appropriate metho~? preference shall be given to the allocation of 
costs on the basis of  turnover. Unless already reflected in the cost allocations under this 
s~b-paragraph, costs shall be agjusted appropriately for those non-recurring items of  cost 
which benefit future and/or current production, or  forcircumstances in which costs are 
affected by start-up operations. 
6.  The amount~  for selling, general and administrative costs and fo~ profits shall be based-
on actual data pertaining to production and sales, in the ordinary course of  trade, of  like 
vessels by the shipbuilder under investigation; When such amounts cannot be determined 
on this basis, the amounts ~ay  be determined on the basis of: 
,(a)  the weighted average of  the actual amounts determined for other shipbuilders of  the 
-country of  origin in respect of  production and sales of  like vessels in that-country's 
domestic market; 
(b)  the actual amounts_applicable to production ar1d sales, in the ordinary course of 
trade, of  the same general category of  vessels for the shipbui(der in question in the 
domestic market of  the country of  origin; 
(c)  any other reasonable method, provided that the amount for profit so established shall 
!lOt exceed the profit normally realized by other shipbuilders on sales of  vessels of 
the same general category in the domestic market of  the country of  origin; and 
(d)  the profit added  in cons_trui:ting value shall, in all  instcmces,_~e based upon the 
· average profit realized over a reasonq.ble period of  time of  normally six months 
~oth  prior to and  after the sale under investigation and shall reflect a reasonable -
pr7ijit at ihe time of  such sale. 1n making such calculation, any distortion which is · 
.  . 
demonstrated to result in a profit  'which is not a reasonable one at the time of  the 
sale shallbe eliminated 
9 - 7.  !w/(ght of  t~e long lead iime between contract and delivery of  vessels, a norm(]! value 
. .  - . 
shall not include actual costs  for which the shipbuilde,r demonstrates that they eire due 
to force majeure, and  that they are· significanily over the cost increase which· ihe 
·.shipbuilder could have reasonably anticipated dnd taken into account at the time the 
material terms of  sales were fixed  · 
•  8.  In·the case of  safes from rion-market economy countries and, in particular, those to 
. -which Regulation (EC) No 519/942 applies, nonnai val~e shall b~  determined on the 
,  .. 
• 
· • basis of  the price or constructed value ina  m~rket economy third country, or the prke 
~  ..- .  -- .  '  - .  .  -
from,such a third. country to other countries; including the Comm'unity~ or where those 
are _not  possibl~, on any other' reasonabl~ basis,  in~luding the price actually paid or 
· · payable in  the Comrnuruty for the like vessel, duiy  adjuste~ if  necessary to.  include_ a 
reasonable profit margin.: 
An appropriate market economy third country shalt be selected.in a not unreasonable 
manlier,. due account being taken of  any reliable iilformation made available at the time of 
· selection. Account shall-also be taken dfthnelimits. · · 
The parties to the inve~tigation  .shall be _informed shortly afte~ its. irutiation of  the market 
-'  economy third country envisaged and shall be giv~n I 0 days. to comrrient.  . 
B. · :Export pri~e 
9.  .  The export price shall be the pric·e actually .paid  ~r· payable for the ves~e/  under 
consideration  . . 
10  . .  In cases where there is no export price or where -it appears that the export price is  . 
. unreliaole-because of  an association or a compensatory arrangement between the , 
. shipbuilder and the buyer or a thircl party, the export pi-ice. may be cohstructed on the 
.  .  '  - .'  \ 
basis of  the price at which the vessel is first.resold to an independent buyer, or, if  the 
.'  '  .  .  ..  .  -
vessel is not resold to an indep.~ndent buyer or Is not resold in the condition in which 'it 
. was  or.igi~ally sold, on any reasoriablebasis  . 
T  .  ,  .  .  ·. 
- OJ No L 67, 10.3.1994, p. 89. 
10 In these cases, adjustment for all costs, including duties and taxes,_inctirred between the 
or!ginal sale and resale, and for profits accruing, shall be made so as to establish a 
reliable export price.  I . 
.  .  •' 
The items for which adjustment shall be made include those norniallybome by a buyer 
but paid by any party, either inside or outside the Community, which appears'.to be 
associated or to have a co~pensa~ory  ·arr~ngement with the shipbuilder or buyer, 
including: usual transport, insurance, handling, loading and ancillary costs; customs 
duties, and ot~er  taxes payable in the importing _country by reason of  the purchase of  the 
vessel; and a rea.soriable margin for selling, general and admjnistrative costs and profit. 
C.  Comparison· 
.  . 
11  A fair comparison shall· be made between the export price and the normal value. T~s 
comparison shall be made at the same level of  trade and in respect of  sales made at as 
nearly as possible the same time, which will normally mean sales· within three months 
prior to or after the sale under investigation, or in the abser.ce of  such sales, any · 
.  . 
. appropriate period Due allowance -shall be made in each case, on its merits, for  · 
differences which affe,ct price comparability; i~~luding  differences in conditions and · 
terms of  sale.'  ~ontractual  penalties, taXation,  /~vel of  tr_ade,  quantities, physical  . 
characteristics, and  any other differences which are also demonstrate'! to affect price 
comparability. Where,  in c_ases referred to in paragraph 10, price comparability has 
.  .  .  .  .  ,·  .  .  . 
been ·affected, the normal value shall be established at, a level oftrade equivalent to the 
level of  trade of  the constructed export price, or due allowance mad_e, as warranted, 
- .  .  .  . 
·under_this paragraph. Any duplication whe~  making adjustments ~hall be avoided, in 
-particu'lar in relation to discounts and contractual  pe~Jalties. 
I  . 
., 
11 -·' 
-.  When the price compari~on  requires a conversion ·of currencies,  such~  conv~rsion shall b~ 
made using the r(lte of  exchange on· the date of  sale, _except that when a sale of  foreign . 
..  currency on forivard  .. markets-is directly linked to' the export sale involved, the rate of . -
. e~change in the~f~~ard sale shall be used. For the purpos~ of  this  pro~ision, the_ date of 
sale is the  date on.whichthe material terms of  sale are established, norma!ly ~he  date of 
contract. Howeyer, ifthe  'material terms ofsale are _significantly changed on another 
•  daie; the  rate of  excha,nge on the ckzte ~fthe e,hange should,be appli~d._In such cas~.·  .· 
appropriate adjustm~nts shall be mad~_  ~o ~ake into account any unreasonable effect  on 
~- . _ the injurious pricing margin solely due to exchange rate fluctUation_s between the 
,·  < 
{!. '· 
.  original date. of  sale and the date ofthischange.  .  ·, 
.  ·n. . Inj  uri  otis pricing  ·margi~ 
12.  Subject to-the relevant  pro~sions  governi~g fair comparison; the existence of  injurious 
pricing ma;gins shall normally be established on the basis .of a  comparison of  a weighted .. 
average norm;ll value with ·a weighted average of  pri.ces of  all sales,· or by  a~comparison  .  ·.  .  .  ,  . 
of  individt~al ·normal value's and indiVidual export prices on a transaction-to~  transaction 
·basis. However, a normal_ value.establish~d on ~weighted average basis niay be 
compa~ed  t~ prices of  ai~ individual sales, if  there is a patte_rn of  export prices which  •.. 
differ sighific~mtly-among different purchasers; regions or time peri9ds, and if  the. 
· ·methods_ specified iii the ~rst sentence of  this paragraph would not reflect the full·degree 
of-inju~ious  priCing beingpr~ctised.  ·  ·  ·  .  .  ·.  ·  · -
.  .  .  .  '  .  ~ 
: 13.  The injurious pricing  margin shall be the amount by whlcb the norrrt~l value exceeds the 
.  '  .  I  .  - .·.  ·'.  .  ,  ,  .  '  .  .  '  .  . 
export price: Where injurious pricing rpargins vary; a weighted average injurious 
. priciniinargin rna; be established.  .  .  .  - '  .  .  -
..  -
12 
_.( Article 3  . · 
Determination of Injury 
1.  ·.·  Pursuant t.~ this Regulation, the term "jnjury'' shall, unless otherwise specified, be taken 
to mean materi~ injury to th~ Community indl!stry, threat of  material injury to the 
Community ipdustry or material retardation o'rthe estahlishment of  such an industry and 
'shall be interpreted in  accor~ance  with the provisions of  this A.J:ticle. 
.  .  .  . 
· 2.  A determina~ion of  injury shall be based on positive evidence and shall involve an 
objective examination of  both (a) the effect of  the sale at less than normal value on 
priCes in the Community market for like vessels, and (b) the consequent impact of  that 
sale on the Community industry. 
· 3.  With regard to the effect of  the sale at less than normal value on prices, consideration 
shall be given to whether there has been significant price undercutting by the sale at less 
than normal value as compared wit~ the price oflike. vessels of  the Community industry,. 
or whether the effect of  such sale is otherwise to depress prices to ·a significant degree or · 
prevent price increases which would otherwise have occurred, to a significant-degree. No · 
one ~r more of  these factors can necessarily give decisive guidance. 
4.  Where sales of  vessels from more than one country are simultaneously subject to 
injurious prtcing investigations, the effects .of  such sales shall b~ cumulatively assessed 
only if  it is. determined that (a) the margin of  injurious pricing established in relation to · 
the purchasr:s fro~  each country is more than de minimis as defined in Article 7(3) and 
that (b) a cumulative assessment of  the, effects of  the sales is appropriate in light of  the 
conditions ·of  competi~ion between vessels sold by non-:Community shipbuilders. to the· 






5.  -.The examination. of  the impact of  the saleatless than norma/value on the Community 
~  .  .  . 
. industry concerned shalllnc1~9e an evaluation ofall relevant economic factors and  . 
. indices having a .bearing on the state of  the industty i~cludirig: the fact that an indu~try  is 
still ir1 t~e process of  recovedng from the effects of  past dumping. injurious pricing. or 
~ subsidization, the magnitude of  the· actuaf  margin ofinjurious pricing, actual and : 
potential de~lirie in  sale~, profits, ·outpu~, market share, produ.ctivity~ return on  : 
investments, 'utilisation of  capacity; factors, affecting Community prices; actual and 
potentiaLnegative effects on cash flow, inventories, employment, wages, growth, ability · 
.·  to raise capital  oririv~stments. This list is not exhaustive, nor ~an  any one or more of . 
. . these factors necessarily give decisive guidance. 
6.  .  It must. be demonstrated, from all the ~elevant evidence presented in r~lation to 
_paragraph 2, that the sale at less thqnnmmalvalue is causi~g or has cazisedinjury · 
within the  meaning of  this Regulation. S  ~ecifically, this shall entail a demonstfatTOI1 that 
\  .  .  .  .  '  - .  ~  -
the price levels 'identified pursuant-to paragraph 3 are responsible for an impact on the 
. C~mnmnity  industry as p~ovid~d for in paragraph 5,  a~d  that this. impact ~xists to a 
degree which enables it to be dassifi'ed as mat~rial. · 
7.  K."lown factors other:thari the sale at less· than normal value whi~hat the same time are 
,-injuring the Community industry shalt'itlso be examined to ensure that injury caused by.· 
·these other factors is not attributed to the sale at less than normal value under 
p~ragraph 6. Factorswhicf1 may be consider~d in this·respect include the v_olume and 
• prices of  sales byshipbui{ders of  other cozmtTies than the exporting country not realized 
.  .  .  .  . .  . 
at less than normal value,  cont~action in demand ·or changes  in the patterns of · 
consumption, restrictive trade .practices of, and. competition between, third  country and.· 
. Community producers, developments in technology and the exportperformance and 
productivity of  the Community industry. 
14 
·. 8.  The effect of  the sale at /ess_than nqrmal value shall be assessed in relation to the 
production of  the Conlinunity industry oflike vessels when available data permit the 
··  separate identification of  that production on the basis of  such criteria as the production 
process,. producers' sales and profits  . .Jf such separate identification of  that production is 
not possible, the effects of  the sale at less than normal value sh~ll be assessed by 
examination of  the production ohhe narrowest group or range of  vessels, which includes 
the like vessel, for which the necess~  information can be provided.  . 
9.  A determination of  a threat ofmater;ial injury shall be basedon facts and not merely on 
allegation, conjecture or remote possibility. The change in circumstances which would 
create a situation in which the s(lle at less than normal value would ca~se injury must be 
· clearly foreseen and 'imminent. 
.  ' 
~n making a determination regarding the existence of  a threat of  material injury, 
consideration should be given to inter alia such factors ~s: 
(a)  sufficient freely disposable capacity of the shipbuilder or an imminent and  . 
substa11tial increase in such capacity indicating the likelihood of  substantially 
increased sales at less than normal value, account being taken of  the availability of 
other export markets to absorb any additional exports; and 
.  . 
(b) w~ether vessels are being exported at prices that ~ould, to a ~ignificant degree, 
depress prices or prevent price increases which otherwise would have occurred, and 
would probably increase demand for fu.rther purchases  from other countries. 
.  ' 
·No one of  the factors listed. above by itself can necessarily give decisive guidance but the  .  .  .  .  ~ 
totality of  the factors considered must lead to the conclusion that further sales at less 
.  than normal value are immi~eot and that, unless protectiv~ action is taken, mate~ial 
. injury wil,l occur. 
15 




Definition of  Community industry 
L  For the purposes of  this Regulation, the term "Community industry" shall be interpreted · 
a_s  r~ferring to the Community producers asa·whcile capable of  produCing a like ve~sel  .. 
with their present  facilities or whosefacilitiescan be adapted in a timely manner to 
. produc~  a like vessel, or to  those of  them w~ose  c~llectl~e capability /,;produce a·like 
·vessel ?onstit_utes a major proportion, as defined in Article 5(4),- -of the total Community-
_.capability to produce a·/ike vessel. However,  wh~n  producers ar~ related to  -the 
shipbuilder,  exp~rters or  buyers or  ar~ themselves buyers of  the alleg.edly  i~juriously 
priced vessel, the term "the Co~unity  ind~stry" may be  interpreted as referring to the 
rest of  the producers, 
.  .  . 
2.  For the purpose of  paragraph 1, producers shall be considered to be ielated to the-
shipbuilder, exporte'rs or buyers oilly if (a) one _of then:t directly or indirectly controls the 
, other; -or (b) both of  them are directlyor indirectly controlled by a third person; or (c) 
together they directly or indirectly co~trol a third person, provided that there are grounds 
....  I  .  .  .  .  -
for believing or suspecting that  th~ effect of  the relationship is such as. to cause the 
prod~cer  concerned to .behave differently from non-related producers. For the purpos~ of 
. this paragraph, one shall be_ deemed to control anoth~r'  ~hen  the former is legally or . 
operationally ina p6sition:to exercise restraint or direction over the l~tter. 
3.  Th,e provisions of  Article 3(8)shall be applicable to this Article. 
.Article 5 
Initi~tion of proceedings_ 
\  -
-.1.  Except _as· pro~i.ded for  in  paragraph .  8,.  an  itwestigation to  determine  th~ existence, -
degre~n~ effect I of any  ~lleged inj~rious pricing shall  be  initi-ated  upon ' a  written . 
__ ·.,  .  .  _.  '  -- - J  .  _.  .  '  .  -. 
complaint by any natural or legal person, or any, association not having legal personality, 
acting on behalf of  the- Community industry. 
--.f. 
16. The co_mplaint  may  be submitted to the Commission,  or a Member State,  which  shall 
forward it to the _Commission.  The Commission shall send Member States a copy of  any 
complaint it receives.  The ·complaint shall  be deemed to have been lodged on· the first 
working day following its delivery to the Commission by registered mail or the issuing of_ 
an acknowledgement of  receipt by the Commission. _ 
Where,  in the absence of any complaint,  a· Member State is  in possession of su~cient 
~evidence of  injurious pricing and of resultant injury to the Community industry, it shall 
immediately communicate such evidence to the Commission  .. 
2.  A complaint under paragraph 1 shall befiled  no later than 
-
(a)  six months from the time that the complainant knew or should have known of  the  -
sale of  the vessel, 
- when the complainant was invited to tender a bid on th'e _contract at issue 
through a broad multiple bid-or any other bidding process, 
it actually did so, and 
the bid of  the complainant substantially met bid  specifications; -
-(b)  nine months  from the time that the complainant knew or should have known of  the 
sale of  the vessel in ihe absence of  an inyitation to tender; provided that a notice of 
intent to apply, including information reasonably available to the complainant io 
identify the transaction concerned, had  been submitted no later than six months 
from' that time to the Commission or a Member State; 
(c)  but in no event no later than six months  from the date of  delivery ofthe vessel. 
. The  compla~nant  mdy be considered to have known of  the sale of  a vessel  from the time 
ofpublication ofthefact of  the conclusion of  the contract, along with very general 
information concerning the vessel, in the international trade press. 
For the purpo;e of  this Article, d  broad multiple bid  shall be interpreted to mean a bid  .  -
in which the proposed buyer extends an invitation to bid to at least all the shipbuilders · 
known to the buyer to be capable of  building the vessel in question. 
17 ·  3.  A complaint under paragraph 1 shall include evidence 
(a)  of injuriouspticing 
-(b)  ofinjt.uy. 
.  .  .  . 
(c)  of  a causal link between the injuriously priced sale and the alleged irijury~ imd . 
.  .  '  .  .  ~ 
(d)  (i)  ·that, if  the vessel was sold -through a broad  multiple bid, ihe complainant w~s · 
..  invited to tender a bid  OIJ ihe contra~t  atissue, it actuallydidso,. and the bid.of · 
the complainant substantially met bid specifications (i.e., delivery date and 
technical requirements); or· 
.  . 
(ii)  that, if  the vesselwas sold through any other bidding  prqcess and  th~ · 
.  ..  complainimt was invited to tender a bid  on the contract at issue, it actually did · 
so, imd  the bid of  the complainant substa~tially met bid  specifications; or 
(iii) that, in the absence ofi:m invitation to tender a bid other than under.(han . 
-under  'ci broad  multipl~ bid, the complainant was capable of  building the vessel 
·concerned and, ifthe-·complainaniknew or should have kriown ofthe proposed 
·purchase, it made demonstrabie ·efforts to conClude a sale with the buyer 
. consistent with the bid  specifications in question. The complainant may be  . 
considered tO. have known-of  the proposedpurchase if  it is  demQnstrated that-
the majority of  the re.levant industry have made efforts with that buyer to 
C01Jc/ude a sale of  the vessel in question, or if  it is demonstrated that general 
inform-ation on the proposed  purchase was available from brokers, finanCiers, 
classificcitiori societies, charterers, trade, associations,· "or other  entitie~  .  . 
normally involved in shipbulldirig transactiOf!S with whom the complainant had 
regular contacts or  dealings. 
.  . 
.  .  .  ,•  .  . 
4.  The complaint shall contain such information as is reasonably available to the · 
'  "'  .  .  . 
•  .  coinph~.in:ant on the following:  . 
(a)  identity ofihe complainant and a description of  the volume apd value of  the 
.  .  '  •. 
c-ommunity production of  the like yessel by the complainant. Where a written . 
.  .  .  . 
complaint is made on behalf of  the Coriununity industry, the complaint  __ shall identify 
the industry on behalf  of~hich  the complaint is made by a list of  all known. 
Community producers capable of  building the like vessel and, to the extent possible, 
a description ?fthe volume and value of  Community production of  the like .vessel 
. accounted for by  such producers~ 
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'  ' 
(b) 'a complete "description of  the allegedly injuriously priced vessel, the names of  tbe 
. country or countries of  origi~ or export in question, _the identity of  each known 
exporter or foreign p_roducer and  the identity of  the  buyer of  the vessel iii question;_  . 
(c)  prices at which $UCh vessels are sold in the domestic markets of  the country or 
c~untries of  origin or export (or, where appropriate, information.on the prices at 
., 
.  .  .  . 
which such vessel is sold from the country or countries of  origin or export to a _third 
country or countries or on the constructed value of  the vessel) and information .on 
export prices or, where appropriate,· on the prices at which such vessel is first resold 
.  '  . 
· to an independent buyer; 
(d)  the effect. of  the injuriously priced  ~ale on prices of  the like vessel on the 
Community market and the consequent impact of  the sale on the Community 
.industry, as demonstrated by relevant factors .and indices having a bearing on the 
state of  the Comniunityindustry, such as those listedin Article 3(3) and (5). 
5.  The-Commission shall, as far as possible, examine the accuracy and adequacy ofthe 
evidence provided in the complaint to defermine whether there is sufficient evid_ence to 
justify the initiation of  an  investigation. 
6.  An' investigation shall not be initiated pursuant to paragraph 1 uriless it has been 
· determined, on the basis of  an examination. as to the degree of  s.upport for, or opposition 
to; the·complaint expressed by Community producers capable of  building the like. vessel,· 
that the complaint has been made by or on behalf of  the Community industry.· The 
· complaint shall be considered to have been made by or on behalf of  the Community 
industry it  it· is supported by those Community producers whose collective capacity to 
p;oduce the like vessel_constitut~s more than 50 % of  the total capacity to prod~ce the 
like vessel Ofth~t portion of  the Community·industry expressing either support for or 
oppoSition to the complaint. However, no investigatio~ shali be. initiated when  .  · · 
· Commuhity producers expressly supporting the ~~mplaint account for less than 25 % of 
total. capacity of  the Community.producers capable of  producing the like vessel. 
.  ·'  .  '  .  .  " 
·; .  . 
7.  The authorities shall avoid, uri}ess a  decision.hasbeen made tb initiate an investigation, 
any publicising ofthe compl~nt seeking the i~tiation of  an  investigati~n. However, 
.  ~  ~  .  .  '  .  I  .  .  .  I 
before pr5>ceedirtg _to initiate ~n investigation; the government of  the exporting country 
concerned sh~ll be notified.  ·  .  .  .  ' 
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8.  If in  special  circumstances, ·it. is.  decided  to . initiate  an  investigatio~ without  having  ·  · 
received a written comphiint ~y or on behalf of  the, C~mmunity  industry for- the initiation 
· of such investigation, this shall be· done on the basis of sufficient evidence of injurious 
prtcing, .'i11jury,  a  c~usal ii~, and that a ~member of  the alledgedly i~jured  :Community 
indu~try  met  the criteria· of  paragraph 3 (dJ of this Article, to justify such initiatiQn: 
Where appropriate; an investigation may also be initiated. upon a written compiairit by 
th~. 'authorities  of a . Contracting  Party  .... Such .  ~ complaiiit. sh'afi  be  supported  by . 
sufficient evidence to show that a vessel is being or has been injuriously priced and that 
the alleged sale  to. a  Community buyer at less than ·normal value is cczusing or-has 
~  .  -~,_  . 
. caused injury to the domestic industry of  tf!e Contracting Party concerned · 
.  .  . 
9. ·  The evidence of both injurious pricing and inju-ry shall be consid~r¢d.  simultaneously in 
'  '  '  .  /  ' 
. tlie decision on whether or not to initiat~· an  investigation~. A complaint shall be rejected · 
~here there  is  insufficient. evidence of either  inju~ious·pricl'ng or of injury  to-justify 
.  .  . 
·_.proceeding with. the case.  ·  .. 
10.  The compiaint may be withdrawn prior to initiation~ in which case it shall be  conside~ed 
not 1o have been lodged. 
.  .  ' 
. 11. ·.  Without prejudice to Articie 15 (2),  where, after consultation, it is .apparent tha~ there is 
~uffiCient evidenceto justify illitiatin$ a proceeding the Commission 'shali do so within 45 
.  days of  the lodging of  the complaint, or, in cqse df  initiation purS!Jant to paragraph 8, 
no later than six months/rom.thetime the sale of  the  ~esse/was kno-Wn  or·shoulihave. 
·- been  known,  and  ~hall  publish  a  notice.in  the  Official  Journal  ofihe. Eu~op~an 
Communities'.  Where  insuffi~i~_nt evidence  has been presented,  tne·  comp:i~inant .  shan;-- ~ 
after consultation,  b~ so informed witllln 45  days pf the date on which th_e  complaint is 
lodge4 with the ~ommission. 
L  • 
.  ~/  .  .  . 
.i 
'  I 12.  The notice of  ini!iatiori of  the proceedings shall  ann~unce  the initiation of  an · 
investigation, indicate the name and country of  the shipbuilder and the buyer(s) and  a 
description of  the vessel concerned, give a summary of  the information received, and 
provide that all relevant inf?rmation is to ·be communicated to the Commission; it shall 
state the periods with~n which interested parties may make themselves known~ present 
their views in writing and submit information, if  such views and information are to be 
taken into account during the investiga~ion; it shall also state the period within which 
interested parties may apply to be heard by the Commission in accordance with Article . 
6(5) .. 
13.  The Commission shall advise the exporter, the buyer(s) of  the vessel and representative 
assoCiatiorzs pf  producers, exporters or buyers of  such vessels known to it to be 
concerned, as well as representatives of  the country the vessel ofwhic}J is subject to such 
investigation and the complainants,· of  the initiation of  the proceedings and, with due 
regard to the protection of  confidential information, provide the full text of  the written 
complaint received pursuant to paragraph 1 to the exporter, arid to the authorities of  the 




I.  FolloWing the iQitiation ofthe proceeding, the Commission, acting in cooperation with 
the ~  .  .fember States and, where appropriate, with the authorities of  thirq countries; shall 
commence an investigation ,at Community level. Such investigation shall cover both 
injurious pricing and injury and these shall be investigated simultaneously. 
/  . 
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2.  ·  Parties receiving quest-ionnaire~ used in an injurious  prici~g investigation shall be given 
.·.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .. 
at least 30 days to reply. The time-limit for exporters shall be counted from the_ d~te of 
receipt ofthe questionnaire, which for this purpose shall be de~med  to have been-
received one week from the day on which it was sent to the exporter or transmitted to 
the appropri~te diplomatic representative of  the exporting country. An extension to the 
30-day period may be granted, due account ~eing taken ofthe time lim~ts of  the-
investigation, provided that the party shows due cause for such extension, in terms of its .. 
-particular circumstances. 
J.  -The Commission may request the a1lthorities of  third countries, where appropriate, as 
.  .  .  -,  '"'  .  . 
·-_well as the Member  States, to supply information, and Member States shall take - -
whatever steps are n~cessary in order to. give -effect to such requests. They_ shall send to 
-the Commission the-information re'quested together with the results. of  all inspections, 
- .  .  .  . 
checks or investigations carried. out. Where this information is of  general interest or· 
where its transmission has b~en  requested  by a  Memb-er State, the Commission shall 
forward it to the Member States, provided it is not confidential, in which case a non-
.  '.·  '  .·  .  .  . 
confidential summary shall be forwarded.  1  • 
4.  The Commis~i_on may request the autho_rities of  third  countries, where appropriate, as 
well as the Member States, to carry out.all necessary checks and inspections, particularly · 
-amongst Community producers, and to carry out investigationsin third countries, 
provided-that the firms concerned give their consent and that the government of  the-
country in  question has ~een officially_notified and raises rio object_ion. Member States 
shall take whatever Steps are rieceS~ilry in_ order to give effect t0 such req~ests'  from. the  _ . 
Commission. Officials of  the Commission shan be authorized~ if  the Commission or ·a 
Member State s<)~requests, to -assist theofficials ofMember States in carrying out their 
duties.  Likewtse, officials of  the Cof!l,;,ission.may assist the officials of  the authorities -
of  third countries in carrying out their duties!  upf!n agreement betwee,; the Commission 
f:md such.authorities. 
22 5.  The int~rested parties which have made themselves known in accordance with Article 
5( 12) shall be heard if  they have; within the period prescribed in the notice published in 
-the Official Jo~rnal of  the European Communities, made a written request for a hearing . 
.  .  .  \ 
· showing that they are an-interested party likely to be affected by the result of  the 
.  . 
proceeding and thatthere are particular reasons why they should be heard. 
6.  Opportunities shall, on request, be provided for the shipbuilder, the buyer(s), 
representatives of  the government of  the exporting country, the complainants, and other 
interested parttes which have made themselves known in accordance with Article 5(  12), 
to meet those parties with adverse interests,. so that opposing views may be presented . 
and rebuttal ~rgilments offered. Provision of  such opportunities must take account of  the 
need to -preserve confidentiality and of  the convenience to t~e parties. There shall be no 
obligation on any party to attend a meeting; and failure to do so shall no! be prejudicial 
to thaf party's case. Oral information provided under this paragraph shall be taken into 
account in so far a's it is subsequently confifiJ1ed in writing. 
7.  The complainants, the shipbuilder, the buyer(s) and  other interested  parties which have 
Il1ade themselves known in accordance with Article 5(12), as well as the representatives 
of  the exporting co~ntry may, upon Written request, inspect all information made 
available by any party to an investigat_ion, as distinct from internal' documents prepared 
.  .  '  .  .- ' 
by the ·authorities of  the Community or its Member States, which is relevant to the 
pr~sentation of  their cases and not confidential within the meaning. of  Article 13, and that 
it is used in the investigatio-n. su·ch parties may re~pond to Such information and their 
comments shall be taken into consideration, wherever they are sufficiently substantiated 
- ' 
in the response  .. 
8.  Except in the circumstances provided for in Article 12, the information which is supplied-
by interested parties and upon which findings are based shall be examined for accuracy as 
· ·far aspossible. 
9.  For proceedings: involving price to price comparison,' where a like vessel has been 
delivered, the invesfigation shall b_e concluded no later than one year  from the date of 
initiation. 
23 




For proceedings in which-the _like vessei i~ under,construction, the invesitgation shall be 
conclude4_ no late'rthan one year  jrom the date ofdelivery.ofthat like vessel. 
investigations involving cohsttucted value shall be con~luded  within one year after their 
initiatio~ or  within one year ·of  deli~ery ofthe vessel, wh[chever ;;[~ier. : __ · 
;  .  .  -
.  . 
·These time limits are s'Uspended t; the  e~tent  Arti~le  .15 (2) is  applied . 
Article 7 
Termination without .:Oeasures, imposition a~d:collection of injurious priCing· charges 
··1..  . Where the complaint is withdrawn, the proceedin'g may be te~nated. 
.  .  .  .  ~  . 
~·  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
2.  ··Where; after" consultation, measures are unne.cessary and th,ere is no obj~ction raised 
withi~  th~ Advisory Committee, the investigation.or ·proceeding shall be terminated. In  .  .  - .  .  ' 
all other cases, the Commissio~  shall submit_to the-Council forthwith a report on the  · ·.  . 
- '  --..._·  '  - ,  .  .  .  .  .·  ·.  '·  .  .  . - . 
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results of  the consultation, together with a proposal tha:t the proceeding be terrriinated.  ·-
.  .  .  '  ~.  .. 
The proceeding 'shall be deem~d  terminated if, within one month, the Council, acting by a 
qualified_ majority, has not decided otherwise.· 
3.  · There shail be immediate termination where -ifis de~ermined that the margin of  injurious 
...  ,  pri~i~g  isles$ than 2 per  ~erit, expressed as a percentage of  the export price~ ·  . 
4. .  When~  the facts as finally esia~lished show that there is injllrious pricing and injury 
caused thereby, an_ injurious prjcfng charge shall be imposed on the shipbuilder by the·· 
Council, .actirig by simple majority on a proposal submitted by the Commission  after  .  · 
cons4ltation of  the Ad  vi sol)' Committee-" '[he Counci (shall take. its decision n~t late/ 
than 3Uworking  day~.after  receiving the propo~ai The Commission  shall  take· the 
necessary meaSllresfor the  implement~tion of.the Council decisipn,·inparti~larthe 
collection of  the injurious priCing charge. 5.  ·  The shipbuilder shall  pay the injurious pricing charge within I  80 days after notification 
to it of  the imposition of  the chdrge, whichfor this purpose shall be deemed to have 
been receiv?d one week  from the day ori which it was sent to the shipbuilder. The 
Commission may give the ~hipbuilder  a reasonably extended  period of  time to pay 
where the shipbuilder demons_tra_tes that payment within 180 days would render it 
insolvf!nt.or would be incompatible with a judicially supervised rei/rganization, in which 
case interest shall apcrue on any unpaid  portion of  the .charge, at a rate equal to  the. 
secondary market yield on medium term ecu bond in the Luxembourg stock exchange 
plus 50 baf.iS points. 
Article 8 
. Alternative remedies 
After consultation of  the Advisory Committee; the investigation may be terminated without 
·.  the imposition of  an injurious pricing charge if  the shipbuilder definitively and 
unconditionally voids the sale of  the injuriously priced vessel or complies with an 
alternative .equivalent remedy accepted by the Commission. 
A sale shall be considered to hcive been voided only where all contractual relationships 
between the parties concenjed by the sale in question have been term!nated, all 
consideration paid  in connection with the sale_ is reimbursec:l and qll rights in the vessel · 
concerned or  parts thereof  are returned to the shipbuilder.· 
Article 9 
Countermeasures - denia1 ofloading and unloaJing rights 
1.  If  the shipbu~lder concerned does not pay the injurious pricing charge impose'! under 
Arti~/e  ·7,  countermeasures under the form of  denial of  loading and unloading rights 
shall be imposed by the Commission, after consultation of  the Advisory Committee, on 
the vessels built by the shipbuilder in question. 
25 
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()  . 
(· 
..  .  ..  . 
2.  .  The  d~cision impt:JSing  t~,e countermeasures· shall enter into force 30. days after its 
· publication in the Official Jour'!a! of  the European Communities, and shall be repealed on 
full  paymen~  of  the injurious pricing charge by t~e shipbuilder. ·The counteTl!'easure sha1I 
26 
. cover all '!esse Is ·contracted  for during a period of  four years from the date of  entry into force 
of  the decjsion. Each vessel shall be subject to the countermeasure for a period of  four years 
·after its delivery. Such periods may only be reduced  fo/loy.;ing and in accordance with the 
outcome of  ':'n international dispute settleme,nt procedure concerning, the countermeasures · 
i"?posed 
The vessels subject to the d_enia/ of  loading and unloading rights shall be sjJeci.fied by -
dec~sion to b~.adopted  by the Commission and  published in the Offlcia/ Journal of  the . 
.  · European Communities.·  _ , 
.  ' 
...  3.  .Customs autJ?orit{es of  the Member_ $tates shall not grant permission. to _load nor the  , : 
· .  permission to  ~n/oad  referred to in Article 46 of  the Community Customs Code to vessels · 
·.  suf;ject to the denial ofl~ading  ~nd  unloat/ing rights. . .  /  .  . 
. Article 10 
Consultations 
I.  Any consultations provided for in this· Regulation shall take place within ari AdvisoiY. 
Committee; which shall consist oftepresentatives of  each Member State, With a 
· representative ~{the Commission as chaimi~. Consultations shall be held.iJ1?111~diately at . 
- .  '•'  .  \  . 
the request ofaf\,1ember State or on  the initiative.oftheCommission and in any event 
- .  .  '  . 
.  wi~hin a period of  time which allows the  tim~ limits set by this Regulation to  .be adhere4 . 
to,. 
:  2.  · The COmmittee shall me~t  when convened by its. chairman. He shall provide the Member 
.  '  ..  :  - .. 
States, as promptly as possible, with all relevant information. .• 
3.  . Where necessary, consultation may be in writing only; in that event, the Commission · 
shall notify the Member States and shall specify a period within which they shall be 
entitled to express their_opinions or to request an.oral consultation which the chairman· 
shall arrange; provided that such oral consultation can be held within a period oftime 
which allows the time limits set by this Regulation to. be adhered to. 
4:.  Consultation sf:tall cover, in ·particular: 
(a)  the  ·existence· of  injurious pricing and the methods of  establishing the injurious 
pricing margin; 
(b)  the existence and extent of  Injury; 
(c)  the causal-link between the injuriously priced sale and injury; . 
: (d)  the meaSures which, in the circ~mstances, ~re appropriate to remedy the injurious 
. pricing and the ways' and means of  putting such measures into effect. 
· Article 11 
Verification yisits 
1.  The Commission shall, where it considers it appropriate, carry out visits to examine the 
I  .  • 
records of  exporters, shipbuilders,·  ~raders, agents, producers, trade associations and 
organizations, to verifY information pro~ded  on injurious pricing and injury. In the 
absence of a  prpper and timely reply,: a verification visit may not be carried out. 
2.  The Commission may carry out investigations in third countries as required, provided it 
obtaifiS'"the agreement of  the firms concerned, that it notifies the representatives of  the · 
government of  the country in question and that the latter does not object to the 
investigatio~  .. AS soon· as the agreement of  the firms concerned has been obtained the 
Commission should ·notify the authorities of  the exporting country of  the names a~d  · 
. ·addresses of  the firms to be visited and the dates agreed. 
I  . 
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J. 3.  The firms concerned shall be advised of  the nature of  the information to be verified 
during verification  visits and of  any further  info~mation which ~e~ds to be pro~ided.  . 
duri~g such vi~its, though this should not preclude reques~s  fro~  being made during the 
. verihcation·offurther details to he provided in the light ofinfor~ation obtained. 
e:  - 4.  In investigations carried  out un~er  p~ragraphs 1, 2 and_ 3, the Commission  sh~ll be 
,. 
(). 
assisted by officials ofthose Member S{ates who. so request: 
Arti'?le 12 
· ·  _N on-coope.ration 
•· 
1.  In· cases iri which any interested party refuses access to,  o~ otherwise d.oes not provide,' 
. necessary information within the time limits provided iri this Regul~tion, or significantly· .. · 
impedes ~he investigation, .provisiomil or final findings, affirmative or ~cgativ~,.~may  b~ · 
made on the basis of  the facts available  .. Where it is found thatany interested party has 
'$upplied false br misleadiil~ i~ormation: the informati~n-shallbe' disregarded ~~d  us~  -
may.be made of  fact~ available.  Intere~ted parties should be made aware of  the 
.  consequences of  non-cooperation. 
2..  ·Failure to give a computerized response shall not be deemed to constitute non-
. cooperation; provided that the interested-party shows th~t presenting the response ~s ' 
· requested would r.esult in an unreasonable extra burden or unreaso11able additionaL  cost. ·. 
3.  Wher~  the information submitted by an  iritere~ted party i;_not ideal.in all respects it 
should nevertheless .~ot be disregarded; provided'  that any  deflci~ncie~ are_ not such as to · 
cause undue difficulty in arriving at a reasonably accur;;tte findiri'g and that the· 
infor~atiort is appropriately submitted in  go~d  time and is verifiable, arid that the party 
•  .  •  •  .  •  -,  I 
has ac~dto  the best·ofits ability .. 
. ·-. 
28 4. ·  If  evi~ence or information is not accepted, the supplying party shall be informed 
.  forthwit~ of  the reasons therefqr and shall be granted an opportunity to provide further 
explanations within the time limit specified: If  the explanations are considered 
unsatisfactory, the reasons for rejection of  such evidence or information. shall be . 
disclosed and given in published findings. 
5.  If  determinations, including those regarding normal value, are based on the provisions of 
paragraph 1, including theinformation supplied in the complaint, it shall, where 
practicable and with due regard to the time limits of  the investigation, be checked by 
·reference to information from other independent sources which may be ~vailable, such as 
published price lists, offici;u  stati~tics of  sales and customs returns, or information 
obtained from other interested parties during the investigation. 
6.  If  an interested party does not cooperate~ or cooperates only partially, so that relevant 





1.  Any information which. is by nature confidential, (for example, because its disclosure 
would be of  sigruficant competitive advantage to a competitor 9r would have a .  .  . 
significantly adverse effect upon a person supplying the informatio~ or upon a person 
from whom he has acquired the information) or which is provided on a confidential basis 
by parties to an investigation shall, if  good cause is shown, be treated as such by the 
authorities. 
.  ' 
2.  Interested parties providing confidential information shall be required to furnish non-
confidential summaries thereof Those summaries shall be in sufficient detail to permit a 
.  . 
reasonable understanding of  the substance of  the information submitted in confidence. In 
exceptional circumstances, such parties may-indicate that.such information is not 
· susceptible of  summary'. In such exceptional circumstances, a stat~ment ofthe reasons 
why summarisation is· not possible must be provided. 
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3. ·  .. If  itis considered that a request for confidentiality is not warranted arid ifthe supplier of . 
the information is either unwilling to make the information available or  to authorize its 
.  .  (  .· 
disclosure in gene~alized or summary form, such information may be disre~arded unless 
it can be satisfactorily demonstrated from appr<;>priate .sources that ~he information is· 
correct. RequestS for confidentiality shall not be arbitrarily rejected. 
-4.  This Article shall not pred~de  the disclos~re of  general informati~n by the Community 
a~thorities and in particular ofthe reasons on which decisions taken pursuant to this  - .  .  .  .  . 
Regulation are based, or disclosure or'the evidence relied on by ·the Community 
authorities in so far as is necessary to explain those reasons 'i_n  cou~  proceedings. Such. ·  · 
_  disclosure must take into account the legitimate interest of  the  parties concerned that_ 
.  thei~ business secrets should not be divul~ed;_ 
5.  The Cou~cil, the Coffimission and Member States, or_ the officials-of  any of  these,~  shall 
·  · not reveal any information received pursuant to this Regulation for which confidential 
.  tre~tment has been requested by its su'pp)jer, without' specific permission from th~ 
supplier. Exchanges of  information between the-Com_mission and Member States,· of. any 
information relating to consultations made pursuant toArticleJO, or any internal 
documents prepared _by the authorities of  the Community or its Member States, shall .not 
be diwlged except_as specifically provided for in this Regulation. _  · 
6.  Information received pursu~t  to this Regulation shall be used only for the purpose for 
·which it was requested. 
Article t4 
Disclosure 
1.  . The complainants, the shipbuilder, the f!Xporter,  the buyer(s) of  the vessei and their 
representative ·associations: and representatives of  the exporting  country, may request 
-disclosure of  the details underlying the essential facts and considerations.on-the basis of 
which ii is intended to recommend the impositiQn of  an injurious pricing charge, or the 
termination of  an investigation .or proce~pings without the imposition of a ch~rge.  I  - .  .  .  '  .  .  .  . 
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I  ' 2.  'Requests for final disdosure, as defined in paragraph 1, shall be addre~sed to the 
Commission in  ~riting and be 'received within time limits set by the Commission. · 
· 3.  Disclosure shall be given in_ ~riting. ~t shall be made, due regard being had to the 
protection of  confidential information, as soon as possible an4, normally, not later than  .  .  . 
one month prior to a definitive .decisio~ or the submission by the Commission of  any . 
proposal for final action pursuant to Article 9. Where the Commission is not in a position 
.  '  ' 
to disclose certain facts or considerations at that time, these shall be disclosed as soon as 
possible th~reafter. Disclos~re shall not prejudice any subsequent decision which may be 
taken by the Commission or the Council but, where such decision is based on  any 
different facts and considerations, these shall be disclosed as soon as possible  .. 
4.  Representations made after disclosure is given shall be taken into consideration only if 
received within a period to be set by the Commission in  e~ch case, which shall be at least 
10 days, due consideration being given to the urgency of  the mat~er. 
Article 15 
Final provisions . 
I.  This Regulation shall not preclude the application of: 
(a) any special rules laid down in agreements concluded between the Community and  - ; 
third  countt:ies~ 
(b). special measures, provided that such action does not run counter to oblig'ations 
pursuant to the. Shipbuilding.Agree,;,ent..  .·  . 
2.  An investigat{on pursuant to this Re'gulatio~ shall not be carried  out nor measures be 
imposed or maintained when mch measures would be contrary to the Community's 
.  obligations emanating  from the Shipbuilding Agreement or any other relevant 
· international agreement: 
Nothing in this Regzilation shall  prev~ni the Community from fulfilling its ~bligations 
·"'  '  ' 




_} Article 16 
··Entry in~o force 
This Reguiation shi!II enter into force on i January 199~. It shall nC!tapply to vessels  . 
contracted  for  prl~r to 1 .fan~~ry 1996, except for vess~ls contracted/or after 21 Dece~ber 
1994 and  for delivery more than five years  from the ·dat~ of  the· contract. Such _vessels shall ·  .. 
t:  .  ~  be subject to this Regulatjon, unless the shipbuilder demonstrates that the extended delivery · 
.  .  .  '  . 
. date was for normal commercia/reasons and not to avoid the application of  this Regulation. 
.  . .  .  .  --~··  .  ,_  '.  '  ' 
' 
.  :'· 
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